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27 ABSTRACT8
29
X-rays generated by betatron oscillations of electrons in a laser-driven plasma accelerator were30
characterised and applied to imaging industrial samples. With a 125 TW laser, a low divergence31
beam with 7.5 ± 2.6 × 108 photonsmrad−2 per pulse was produced with a synchrotron spectrum32
with a critical energy of 14.6 ± 1.3 keV. Radiographs were obtained of a metrology test sample,33
battery electrodes, and a damage site in a composite material. These results demonstrate the34
suitability of the source for non-destructive evaluation applications. The potential for industrial35
implementation of plasma accelerators is discussed.36
37
1. Introduction38
Advances in industrial methods, such as additive manufacturing (AM), are enabling the fabrication of better and39
more complicated products than are achievable with traditional manufacturing. Environmental sustainability is a40
major incentive to develop less wasteful processes, new materials, and energy storage solutions. For example, many41
aircraft and automotive components are now produced using lightweight fibre reinforced composites to improve fuel42
efficiency. In parallel, the more widespread adoption of electric vehicles is driving investment and innovation in battery43
technologies. Rapid growth in these sectors means that in some cases demand is outstripping supply and there is a44
need for industry to increase productivity. Progress in manufacturing needs to be accompanied by improvements in45
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the product inspection tools employed for metrology and quality control. X-ray computed tomography (XCT) is a46
powerful technique because it allows non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of the internal structure of dense objects. XCT47
is generally conducted using commercial x-ray tubes and linear accelerators but for some applications these sources48
are not able to simultaneously meet the demanding requirements on penetration, scan speed and spatial resolution 3.49
Superior imaging capability can be achieved using synchrotron light sources, but these are national-scale facilities50
which are in high demand so that access for industrial inspection is limited.51
We present an alternative compact, laser-based light source for industrial inspection that delivers extreme brightness,52
ultrashort x-ray pulses. This synchrotron source relies on a plasma-based electron accelerator driven by a high power53
laser (> 100 TW) [1]. The laser pulse is focused on to a gas target at a high intensity of 1019 Wcm−2, expelling on-axis54
electrons and creating ion cavities in its wake. Electrons injected into a cavity are subject to strong transverse and55
longitudinal electric fields (∼ 100 GeV m−1), accelerating to energies of multiple GeV within centimetres [2] and56
emitting on-axis betatron radiation as they oscillate [3, 4]. For electrons with energy 훾푚푒푐2, the characteristics of the57
radiation are determined by the wiggler strength parameter 훼훽 = 훾푘훽푟훽 , where 푟훽 is the amplitude and 푘훽 = 2휋∕휆훽 is58
the wavenumber associated with betatron oscillations of wavelength 휆훽 . For self-injected electron bunches, where the59
accelerated electrons are swept up from the plasma itself, the parameter obeys 훼훽 > 1 and the radiation has the form of60
a broad band on-axis synchrotron spectrum [5, 6] with a peak close to the critical energy61
퐸crit =
3
2
ℏ푐훼훽푘훽훾
2 . (1)
The number of photons can reach 1010 photons per pulse in a beam with 10mrad divergence and critical energies62
in the range 10 – 50 keV [7, 8], 10% stability [9] and pulse lengths of <100 fs [10, 11].63
The small size of the laser-driven accelerator is a key advantage compared to conventional synchrotron light sources64
and the technology has the potential to be used for a broad range of applications [1]. Tomographic imaging of biological65
samples [7, 8, 12, 13], time resolved radiography of high energy density plasma [14] and imaging of AM objects66
[15] and complex microstructures [16] has been reported. The short pulse duration enables radiographic snapshots67
of fast moving parts with no motion blur. In addition, the source is suitable for x-ray absorption spectroscopy with68
exceptional time resolution [11]. Because the x-ray source size is of order of 2푟훽 ≈ 1휇m, high resolution imaging can69
be conducted with high x-ray flux, avoiding the trade off between source size and power encountered with conventional70
x-ray machines. Furthermore, within 1m the beam has a transverse coherence length of 10’s 휇m meaning that phase71
enhancement can be obtained with a compact imaging arrangement [17]. Phase contrast provides superior image quality72
for low density objects that only weakly attenuate x-rays and better distinction between items made of similar materials73
[18]. This technique has been demonstrated on biological samples using plasma based accelerators [17, 19].74
3epsrc.ukri.org/files/research/epsrc-x-ray-tomography-roadmap-2018
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Figure 1: a) Schematic of the laser-betatron x-ray source including three sample positions (purple). The laser beam (red)
is focused into a gas cell, in which electrons (blue) are accelerated, which then produce x-rays (green). Radiograhs of: b)
resolution target (JIMA RT RC-02) with 5휇m line spacing, imaged at position 1 (M=10.2); c) resolution target (gold grid)
with line spacing from left to right: 41.1 휇m, 10.95 휇m, 23.27 휇m and 75.3 휇m imaged at position 2 (M=2.2).
In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility of using laser-betatron radiation for high resolution NDE of industrially75
relevant components. The laser generates x-ray energies in the 10s keV range, ideal for low density polymer and76
carbon-fibre composite materials. We characterise the properties of the x-ray beams and present example images of77
samples relevant to three particular areas of importance to industry: accurate metrology, battery development and78
composite manufacturing. We will discuss the potential of these sources for high frame rate industrial XCT as the79
underpinning laser technology develops to higher repetition rate operation in the next few years.80
2. Imaging Set-up and X-Ray Source81
The beam line apparatus used to produce the x-ray beam can be seen in Fig. 1. The Gemini Ti:sapphire laser,82
providing pulses of duration 49 ± 3 fs and 7.2 ± 0.4 J on target, was focused with an off-axis f /40 parabola into a gas83
cell inside a vacuum chamber. Orthogonal to the main beam, a second laser pulse was used to measure the plasma84
electron density interferometrically. After the cell, the laser beam, electron beam and x-ray beam transited a 25 µm85
polyimide tape, which functioned as a plasma mirror deflecting most of the undepleted laser energy [20]. A 13 µm86
J-N Gruse et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 3 of 15
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aluminium foil protected the sample from any remaining laser light and also acted to filter out 93% of the energy of87
a 14.6 keV-synchrotron spectrum below the k-edge (1.6 keV). Electrons were deflected off axis with a permanent88
magnetic dipole and observed on a scintillating screen to measure their energy spectrum. The x-ray beam exited89
the vacuum chamber through a 250 µm polyimide window and propagated through 2050mm of air onto an indirect90
detection x-ray camera. This consisted of 150 휇m thick caesium-iodide scintillator fibre-coupled to a 2048 × 204891
pixel CCD (Andor iKon-L 936) of pixel size 13.6 µm.92
The gas cell length and gas pressure were scanned to determine the optimal parameters for generating stable x-ray93
beams. The most reproducible beams with the highest x-ray flux were measured at a plasma density of (4.4±0.4)×101894
cm−3 with an average peak energy of the electrons of 435 ± 7MeV. The corresponding plasma wave wavelength 휆푝95
implies a maximal x-ray pulse duration 휆푝∕푐 ≈ 50 fs. The x-ray spectrum was measured using 12 materials in a filter96
pack configuration [21]. By comparing the transmission of the different materials relative to each other and finding97
the best fit synchrotron spectrum, the critical energy Eq. (1) was found to be 14.6 ± 1.3 keV for photons in the range98
0.1 − 300 keV. The emitted x-ray flux from the source was determined to be 7.5 ± 2.6 × 108 photonsmrad−2 per pulse99
and the transverse source size was inferred from the betatron parameters to be 2 ⋅ 푟퐵 = 2.3 ± 0.3 µm (Eq. (1)).100
The divergence of the x-ray beam (∼ 10mrad) allows geometrical magnification. The beam line included three101
sample stages located at different distances in order to vary the x-ray field-of-view, as indicated in Fig. 1. Samples102
outside vacuum (position 3) could be positioned anywhere from the rear wall of the chamber to directly in front of the103
camera. Inside the vacuum chamber, a stage was placed close to the exit window (position 2) yielding a magnification104
M=2.2, well suited for cm-scale objects. The highest magnification was M=10.2 with the sample placed 370 mm105
from the source (position 1). Because this stage was located before the electron spectrometer magnet, an additional106
kicker magnet was inserted in this case to prevent the electron beam from striking the sample. The magnification was107
measured at position 1 using a JIMA RT RC-02 resolution target and in configuration 2 using a gold foil with a pattern108
of horizontal and vertical apertures. The resulting radiographs are shown in Fig. 1.109
Radiographs of industrial samples taken with the laser-betatron source are presented in Section 3. To provide context110
for each particular application, we also display 3D reconstructions of the same objects obtained using the commercial111
XCT scanners currently being used. In this work, it is not our intention to directly compare image quality between the112
x-ray sources. Rather, our aim is to demonstrate the capability for high quality imaging of such objects, with a view to113
offering advanced XCT using this technology in the future. The laser-betatron images in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained114
with the samples placed outside the vacuum chamber with magnification ofM=1.5; the sample shown in Fig. 4 was115
imaged at position 2 (M=2.2). The image resolution was detector-limited by the point spread function of the scintillator116
to (78 µm /M) [8]. For each acquisition 10 single x-ray images were integrated and an average flat field beam x-ray117
profile was background subtracted as well as a darkfield image. Clusters of hot pixels, due to bremsstrahlung, were118
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removed using an adapted median filter, taking into account that bremsstrahlung affects multiple pixels.119
3. Industrial Applications120
3.1. Dimensional XCT121
Accurate metrology is a critical aspect of the manufacturing process to confirm that industrial components meet the122
required tolerances. This is particularly important for parts produced by AM, which have complicated internal structure123
that must be imaged in a non-destructive way. As an emerging technology, there is a need for new approaches to quality124
control and the definition of industry standards 4.125
Typical lab-based x-ray machines consisting of a cone beam have a plethora of measurement uncertainties in the126
scanning procedure. These include variations in operator selected parameters; geometric alignment of the system from127
the source, detector, and manipulator; and the environment [22]. Post-acquisition, the typical Feldkamp algorithm128
(FDK) [23] reconstruction introduces further error including approximations from the cone-beam. In an effort to assess129
the measurement uncertainty in industrial XCT, there have been studies to understand the impact of various parameters130
and to evaluate performance [24–27]. Results from the entire process carried out on different machines in different131
locations have also been compared to assess consistency, as reported in numerous round robin tests [28–30].132
An image using the laser-betatron source of a plastic test object produced for performance verification is shown133
in Fig. 2 (b). These samples are made with a number of representative geometries designed to test the dimensional134
measurement accuracy of x-ray imaging systems. Dimensions such as sphere diameter, internal/external diameters of135
cylinders, centre-to-centre and plane-to-plane distances are typical examples of features that are assessed. In Fig. 2 (a),136
a tomographic reconstruction of the sample is shown where these distances are evident in a 3D context. The accuracy137
and uncertainty of such a measurement is intrinsically linked to the quantity and quality of the data that can be captured.138
The radiograph displays exceptional sharpness with minimal noise due to the small source size and high photon count.139
This level of fidelity could potentially produce an unrivalled maximal permissible error across all measurements with140
sufficient radiographs and a high level of geometric calibration. The near-parallelism of the laser-betatron x-ray beam is141
beneficial as this limits imaging artefacts arising from cone beams. Additionally, the ability to tune the x-ray spectrum142
to higher energies would allow highly penetrating XCT of AM products made with dense materials such as super-alloys143
used in the automotive and aerospace sectors.144
3.2. Battery technologies145
Better understanding of electrochemical processes is essential to guide innovative product design enabling the146
transition to low-carbon technologies 5. The manufacture of Li-batteries is in a constant state of development with147
4amnationalstrategy.uk
5gov.uk/government/publications/clean-growth-strategy
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a) b)
Figure 2: Plastic test object with varying sphere diameters, external/internal diameters of cylinders, and plane to plane
distances produced for XCT performance verification. (a) tomographic reconstruction using conventional lab x-ray CT (b)
radiograph of the test object obtained with the laser-betatron source. The red line indicates 1 cm and the orange rectangle
the field of the radiograph.
new chemistries regularly being trialled, with assembly lines eventually needing to adapt. New processes are rarely148
right-first-time and can result in defects within the cell. While the manufacturing process is iterated, identification of149
these problems is paramount not only to maintain optimal performance but also for safety [31]. XCT is being exploited150
to investigate these issues but with manufacturing lines creating 6-10 cells per minute, a high speed solution is required151
if every cell is to be inspected.152
The laser-betatron source is well suited to provide rapid NDE of battery components, as shown by the example153
image of a pouch cell in Fig. 3 (b). Pouch cells consist of a gel layer, alternating between cathode and anode layers.154
The electrodes must be sufficiently separated with no contact between them to avoid shorting, and can also suffer155
from other manufacturing defects such as delamination. These individual layers can be observed in a full tomographic156
reconstruction such as the one shown in Fig. 3 (a). Another potential site for quality issues is the tab area visible at the157
top of the battery. This region is checked as part of a typical inspection process because poor welding of the tabs to158
the anode and cathode can result in a defective cell. The radiograph, centred on the tab area, highlights the quality159
achievable with the laser-betatron source, with phase enhancement aiding the distinction between components. For160
electrodes composed of weakly absorbing materials, such as graphite, phase imaging is necessary to achieve sufficient161
contrast [32].162
Improvements in laser repetition rate will also enable operandoXCT and time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy163
(XAS) to examine the activity of battery cells during charge cycles. These methods allow visualisation of the changes in164
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a)
b)
Figure 3: (a) Tomographic reconstruction of a pouch cell obtained using conventional lab x-ray CT. Manufacturing defects
can occur such as delamination of layers, improper electrode attachment, and poor welding in the tab area highlighted (b)
Front view radiograph of the tab area obtained with the laser-betatron source. The red line indicates 1 cm.
microstructure [32, 33] and mapping of lithium concentration [34, 35], important for understanding battery degradation.165
However, because of the very high average flux required, such studies can only be currently carried out using synchrotron166
light sources. A key advantage of the laser-produced x-ray pulse is its short duration and inherent synchronisation with167
the drive laser. The capability to measure ultrafast transitions would be particularly useful for pump-probe investigations168
on the femtosecond scale, for example studies of new photovoltaic materials [36]. Laser-betatron XAS measurements169
with <100 fs temporal resolution have already been reported [11, 37], demonstrating the suitability of the source for170
this application.171
3.3. Composite manufacturing172
To meet the huge rise in demand for composite products over a broad range of industries, it is essential to increase173
rates and efficiency in composite manufacturing 6. NDE is commonly used to assess design features, test manufacturing174
methods, and inspect the effects of mechanical testing and damage that has occurred over the service lifetime of a part175
[38]. Detailed XCT information, along with finite element modelling [39], can improve efficiency through better design,176
and the definition of acceptance tolerances.177
A major concern is the evolution of defects during manufacture. To be able to understand their formation, it is178
important to conduct in-process XCT to track individual features over time. This was highlighted by a study where179
samples were imaged with fast CT scans (7 minute acquisition time) throughout the cure process inside the cabinet of180
6compositesuk.co.uk/about/industry/uk-composites-strategy
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an industrial scanner (Nikon XTH-320) [40]. The results showed that, although an initial gap between carbon fibre tows181
filled as the sample heated, small voids emerged that would affect the properties of a finished product. This phenomenon182
was not detected in other studies using multiple partially cured samples [41], likely because of unavoidable variation in183
samples [42, 43]. However, the long scan times necessary for high resolution and low noise images present difficulties184
for studies of fast changing samples. This is particularly true where the research requires distinguishing carbon fibre185
reinforcements from carbon-based polymer resins. Although this can be achieved with industrial scanners, scan times of186
order 4 hours preclude this type of in-process XCT study. Synchrotron imaging can be adopted for uninterrupted in-situ187
studies, including mechanical tests of cured composite [44] and compression [45] and debulk [46] of uncured composite,188
but this is not a practical solution for regular use by industrial composite manufacturers because of availability and cost189
constraints.190
These problems could be overcome by employing laser-driven x-ray sources. As an example, we show in Fig. 4 (b)191
a radiograph, obtained with the laser-betatron source, of a composite test sample. This was a semi-circular prism cut192
from a cured cylinder made up from an array of small diameter unidirectional IM7 carbon fibre reinforced epoxy resin193
matrix rods, embedded in a second epoxy resin. XCT is used to assess the effect of a kink-band failure, initiated by194
impact and propagated by compressive end loading. This is visible in the tomographic reconstruction shown in Fig. 4195
(a). The radiograph exhibits good contrast between the carbon fibre and the resin, highlighting the benefit of the x-ray196
phase enhancement produced with the laser-betatron source. The layers visible in the image are carbon fibre tows that197
typically have a diameter of order 200 µm. Development of this technology to deliver fast scanning at high resolution198
would address larger scale challenges, such as imaging consolidation in corners, or inspecting full scale parts while199
applying heat, vacuum and/or pressure to the part. In this way, quality assurance and control could be performed before200
the heat and pressure is applied to cure the resin, reducing scrap, and saving energy, cost and time.201
4. Discussion202
The demands of state-of-the-art industrial NDE, such as high resolution, fast scan speed and element specific203
analysis, are difficult to meet with existing x-ray technology. Laser-based radiation sources produced with a plasma204
accelerator have ideal properties for addressing these challenges. Recent improvements in reliability and repetition rate205
of high power lasers make it feasible to produce these compact x-ray devices for commercial deployment in industrial206
environments. At the laser energy used here of 7 J (125 TW laser power), commercial products are available operating207
at 5 Hz (e.g. Thales Quark200; Amplitude Pulsar) and would increase the average x-ray flux to above 1011 ph s−1.208
Using diode-pumped solid state technology the repetition rate could be scaled up further [47–50]. Improvements in209
x-ray beam consistency have been demonstrated by reducing pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the laser and gas target210
performance [51] and through studies of the stability of electron injection mechanisms into the accelerator [9]. Using211
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b)a)
Figure 4: Kink band failure in a composite cylinder initiated by impact and propagated by compressive end loading. (a)
tomographic reconstruction obtained using conventional lab x-ray CT (b) radiograph obtained with the laser-betatron
source with carbon fibre tows visible. The red line indicates 1 cm.
higher power drive lasers [6, 52], the photon energy should be enhanced to the 100s keV to MeV range that will be212
needed for inspection of large battery packs and full-scale composite products such as wind turbines, although this also213
increases the size and cost of the system. The laser requirements might be relaxed by adapting target design to increase214
the betatron photon energy [53].215
One of the benefits of adopting laser-driven technology is the ability to drive different, synchronised secondary216
sources with the same laser. Moderate adaptations to the system can produce other particles that can be utilised for217
complementary sub-surface inspection techniques such as neutron imaging [54] and positron annihilation lifetime218
spectroscopy [55]. Therefore, a single machine could be used to deliver a powerful inspection capability with multi-219
modal, multi-scale imaging.220
To be viable as a commercial product, considerable R & D effort is needed to ensure robust performance over long221
periods and to minimise the size and cost of the system. Product design could be tailored to meet the specific demands222
of the end-user, with a range of systems dependent on space and budget constraints. The compact design of modern223
high power lasers means that it would also be possible to integrate them into portable devices [56]. An important224
consideration is the radiation shielding necessary for the electron beam. In an industrial environment this could be225
constructed in a similar way to free-electron laser and synchrotron facilities where the electron beam is deflected into a226
heavily shielded beam dump in the ground while the x-ray beam propagates into an end-station with relatively light227
shielding.228
Although a product based on this technology would be more costly and complex than conventional x-ray machines,229
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it would offer advanced NDE tools that are currently not available in industrial or lab-based settings. In particular,230
micron-scale resolution tomography with fast scan speed, and ultrafast x-ray absorption spectroscopy could be applied231
to in situ inspection and product development. For example, using a laser operating at 100 Hz, high frame rate imaging232
of metre-scale objects should be possible at less than 1 minute per square metre. Hard x-ray chemical tomography233
could also be conducted following the methods used on XAS synchrotron beamlines [57].234
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